
8th Grade Science (Week 10):  
 

 
During this week you will be responsible for completing the following activity:  
 

Pick your Planet Project Part 2  
 For this project, you will research another one of the planets in our solar system. Once you 
have chosen your planet you will answer the following questions about that planet. You may 
make a Google Slides presentation, poster, or physical model of your chosen planet for this 
project. Please choose a different  
 
 You may use the websites Kiddle.co and Google to search information. Remember you should 
not use Wikipedia or blogs. Please type out your answers in your own words on a poster or new 
Google Slides Document.  
1. Include the name of your planet, the number of moons it has, and what number this planet is 
from the sun.  
2. Include if your planet is a terrestrial planet (mostly rock) or a gas planet. You should also 
include what main gasses your planet’s atmosphere consists of.  
3. How long does it take for your planet to complete one rotation on its own axis? (this is 
equivalent to one day on that planet)  
4. How long does it take your planet to complete one orbit around the sun? (this is equivalent to 
one year on that planet) 
5. You should include pictures of what your planet looks like if you are not making a physical 
model (images can be drawn or photographs from the computer)  
6.Are we able to see this planet from Earth? If so what part of the year is it most visible?  
7. Three more interesting facts that you found about your constellation!  
8. On your last slide, please include any sources you used in order to complete this assignment. 
 
 
 
Friday: Catch up on any work you have not completed for science. I will post a schedule in 
Google Classroom in case you need to meet with me via video chat to discuss any 
assignments.  


